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Total Net Worth $3,510,000

Net Worth Amount

Assets $3,510,000

Liabilities $0

Total $3,510,000

Total Assets $3,510,000

Asset Tax Status Owner Amount

Joint Account I Taxable Household $950,000

Sample Client IRA Tax Deferred Sample Client $150,000

Sample Firm Retirement Plan Tax Deferred Sample Client $1,400,000

Sample Client Spouse IRA Tax Deferred Sample Spouse $200,000

Firm Capital Account (Net Value) Tax Deferred Sample Client $600,000

Firm Supplemental Plan Tax Deferred Sample Client $210,000

Total $3,510,000

Current Net Worth Summary
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Timeline Date

Sample's Birthday 01/01/1959

Sample Spouse's Birthday 01/01/1960

Simulation Start 2015 (Sample's age: 56)

Plan End Year 2059 (Sample's age: 100)

Retirement Goals Start
Year

End
Year

Total
Years

Annual
Amount

InEation Rate

250,000 Annual Income 2024 2059 36 $250,000 4.00%

*Goals are stated on an after-tax, annual basis, in Today's Dollars.

Goal Totals Today's Dollars Future
Dollars

Retirement $9,000,000 $27,611,649

* Today's Dollars is the sum of the annual amounts, without in.ation, over the speci-ed time period.
* Future Dollars is the sum of the annual amounts, adjusted for in.ation, over the speci-ed time period.
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Pre-Retirement from 2015 to 2023

Domestic Equity: 56.00%
International Equity: 24.00%
Domestic Fixed Income: 20.00%
International Fixed Income: 0.00%

Annualized Return Risk

10.66% 16.59%

*Risk is measured as the standard deviation of returns.

*A higher standard deviation may result in greater .uctuation of the
value of an investment.

-5.93% 10.66% 27.25%

Domestic Equity Percentage

US Large Value 12.00%

US Large Growth 12.00%

US Midcap Value 7.00%

US Midcap Growth 7.00%

US Small Cap Value 5.00%

US Small Cap Growth 5.00%

Commodity 4.00%

US REIT 4.00%

Total Domestic Equity: 56.00%

Domestic Fixed Income Percentage

US Short Corp 6.00%

US Interm Corp 9.00%

US Long Corp 4.00%

Cash 1.00%

Total Domestic Fixed Income: 20.00%

International Equity Percentage

Intl Large Blend 14.00%

Intl Small Blend 4.00%

Emerging Markets 6.00%

Total International Equity: 24.00%

International Fixed Income Percentage

There are no International Fixed Income allocations.

Portfolio Allocations
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Retirement from 2024 to 2059

Domestic Equity: 43.00%
International Equity: 17.00%
Domestic Fixed Income: 40.00%
International Fixed Income: 0.00%

Annualized Return Risk

10.14% 13.27%

*Risk is measured as the standard deviation of returns.

*A higher standard deviation may result in greater .uctuation of the
value of an investment.

-3.12% 10.14% 23.41%

Domestic Equity Percentage

US Large Value 10.00%

US Large Growth 10.00%

US Midcap Value 5.00%

US Midcap Growth 5.00%

US Small Cap Value 3.50%

US Small Cap Growth 3.50%

Commodity 3.00%

US REIT 3.00%

Total Domestic Equity: 43.00%

Domestic Fixed Income Percentage

TIPS 5.00%

US Short Corp 12.00%

US Interm Corp 12.00%

US Long Corp 5.00%

US High Yield 4.00%

Cash 2.00%

Total Domestic Fixed Income: 40.00%

International Equity Percentage

Intl Large Blend 10.00%

Intl Small Blend 3.00%

Emerging Markets 4.00%

Total International Equity: 17.00%

International Fixed Income Percentage

There are no International Fixed Income allocations.
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Total Value $2,700,000

Tax Deferred Accounts Account Number Cost Basis Value

Sample Client IRA $0 $150,000

Sample Firm Retirement Plan $0 $1,400,000

Sample Client Spouse IRA $0 $200,000

Total Tax Deferred: $0 $1,750,000

Taxable Accounts Account Number Cost Basis Value

Joint Account I $0 $950,000

Total Taxable: $0 $950,000

All Accounts Cost Basis Value

Total: $0 $2,700,000

Portfolio Accounts
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Tax Deferred Contributions Start
Year

End
Year

Total
Years

Annual
Amount

InEation Rate

Sample Firm Retirement Plan 2015 2024 10 $54,500 0.00%

Sample Client IRA 2015 2024 10 $6,500 0.00%

Sample Client IRA 2024 2025 2 $105,000 0.00%

Sample Client Spouse IRA 2015 2025 11 $6,500 0.00%

Taxable Contributions Start
Year

End
Year

Total
Years

Annual
Amount

InEation Rate

Joint Account I 2015 2024 10 $120,000 0.00%

Joint Account I 2024 2024 1 $600,000 0.00%

* Contributions to taxable and tax-exempt accounts are stated in annual amounts in today's dollars, and on an after-tax basis, if applicable.

Contribution Totals Today's Dollars Future
Dollars

Tax Deferred $891,500 $891,500

Taxable $1,800,000 $1,800,000

* Today's Dollars is the sum of the annual amounts, without in.ation, over the speci-ed time period.
* Future Dollars is the sum of the annual amounts, adjusted for in.ation, over the speci-ed time period.

Contributions
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SocialSecurity Income Start
Year

End
Year

Total
Years

Annual
Amount

InEation Rate

Social Security 2024 2059 36 $24,000 4.00%

Social Security 2025 2060 36 $19,000 4.00%

Income Totals Today's Dollars Future
Dollars

Social Security $1,548,000 $4,833,143
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Income
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Income Tax Start Year End Year Total Years Tax Rate
Percentage

Combined Federal and State
Income Tax Rate

2015 2024 10 40.00%

Retirement 2025 2059 35 28.00%

Capital Gain Tax Start Year End Year Total Years Tax Rate
Percentage

Combined Federal and State
Capital Gains Tax Rate

2015 2059 45 15.00%

Tax Rates
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Portfolio Values • 90th Percentile (optimistic) • 50th Percentile (median) • 10th Percentile (pessimistic)

Benchmark Analysis

Wealth Over Time

The Wealth Over Time graph illustrates simulated ending portfolio values in today's dollars, for speciNc percentiles
throughout the plan. Each ending portfolio value shown in this graph is discounted by 3% per year to arrive at a
present value. In each year of the plan, the Monte Carlo engine calculates 1000 different ending portfolio values using
the inputs and assumptions outlined in this plan. Those 1000 values, for each year, are listed in a rank order, from
lowest to highest value.

The graph below illustrates the range of possible portfolio values in any given year.

75%

The analysis has returned an likely probability.

A likely probability is a result between 75% and 90%. We feel that the
assumptions of this analysis provide a sufNcient probability of success without
being overly cautious. This analysis is sensitive to changes in the underlying
assumptions. As such, you should review your Personal Benchmark Analysis® on
a periodic basis to ensure a consistent likely result.

You have a 75% probability of attaining your outlined goals. This means that of the 1000
simulations run, approximately 750 were able to meet all of their goals.
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Plan Analysis
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Cumulative Wealth Summary

90th Percentile
$77,261,446

50th Percentile
$15,648,834

10th Percentile
($3,781,036)

Cumulative Wealth Summary Explanation
The above three values illustrate the cumulative values for three different percentiles, in today's dollars. The
cumulative value is the simulated ending portfolio value in the last year of the plan, which is then discounted by 3%
inOation to provide an estimate of today's purchasing power. 1000 simulations have been run for this analysis and the
percentiles represent the rank order cumulative values of these simulations.

For example:
In the optimistic (90th) percentile 900 (90%) of the 1000 simulations returned a result below this value, and 100
returned a result higher than the cumulative wealth percentile value.

Optimistic (90th) percentile represents consistently better than expected investment returns.
Pessimistic (10th) percentile represents consistently worse than expected investment returns.
Median should be understood as the mid point at which half of the simulations ended in a cumulative value
higher than this value, and half resulted in a cumulative value lower than this value.

Shortfall Analysis

Average Age at Shortfall

89

Median Shortfall Amount

($3,138,354)

The shortfall analysis shows the median age and the median ending portfolio value (discounted to today's dollars) of all
the simulations that were not successful. Across 1000 simulations, 247 simulations (24.7%) had a shortfall where the
plan's goals were not met. The median age when the shortfalls occurred in this plan is 89 years old, and the median
shortfall amount is ($3,138,354). The ending portfolio value is discounted at 3% each year to arrive at the simulation's
shortfall amount.
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Annual Average Return The arithmetic average of returns for an investment over a deNned time period.

Annualized Total

Return

The geometric average of returns for an investment over a deNned time period.

Allocation Model The allocation model illustrates how a portfolio is invested across different asset classes. Each

asset class is given a target allocation percentage and the overall model must sum up to 100%.

Often times, the allocation model is referred to by the equity to Nxed income mix. For example,

an 80/20 allocation model is generally understood as 80% equity and 20% Nxed income. By

adjusting the equity to Nxed income ratio, and by deNning the allocations per individual asset

class, the goal is generally to manipulate the risk and return characteristics of the portfolio and

tailor a portfolio to the tolerance and preferences of the client, as well as the overall investment

strategy of the investment manager.

Asset Class An asset class is a group of securities that share some characteristics. At the highest level, there

are three asset classes called equities (i.e. stocks), Nxed-income (i.e. bonds), and cash equivalents

(i.e. money market securities). Within these classes, additional asset classes can be deNned, such

as US Large Cap Market or International Short-Term/High-Quality Bonds.

Capital Gains Tax The capital gains tax is a tax that is imposed on the proNt generated on capital assets. Short Term

capital gains tax is a tax rate applied to proNts earned on securities held for less than one year.

Long Term capital gains tax is a tax rate applied to proNts earned on securities held for over one

year.

Contributions Contributions are deposits into an account or portfolio.

Cost Basis Cost basis is the purchase price of an asset.

Cumulative Wealth The Cumulative Wealth is the ending portfolio value in the last year of a simulation. The Monte

Carlo analysis runs 1000 simulations. As such, it is necessary to analyze the values using a

percentile method.

Cumulative Wealth

Analysis

The Cumulative Wealth Analysis illustrates the range of the ending wealth in the Monte Carlo

statistical simulation. The Monte Carlo analysis runs 1000 simulations. Each simulation has a

different cumulative wealth. By ranking the ending wealth simulations, it is possible to illustrate

cumulative wealth values at different percentile levels. For example, a median (50th percentile)

value of $2,000,000 means that half of the simulations ended with cumulative wealth values

greater than $2,000,000 and half ended with values less than $2,000,000.

Distributions Distributions are withdrawals from an account or portfolio.

Equity Equity is a security that represents an ownership interest; for example, it may be an individual

stock, or a fund that owns many stocks, such as an ETF or a Mutual Fund.

Fixed Income Fixed income products, such as bonds, receive stated rates of return or periodic income at

deNned time intervals. Fixed income generally displays less volatility than equity, and as such, is

often used to lessen the expected volatility of a portfolio.

Goals Goals are the objectives of a Nnancial plan. Goals are essentially planned distributions that may

be inOated by some amount on an annual basis, and spanning a deNned time-period.

Glossary
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Income The amount of money an individual expects to earn. Income may be salary information, or may

be speciNc to retirement, such as Pension Income or Social Security Income. In the context of a

Nnancial plan, income is Nrst used to satisfy goals, and any excess is then invested into the

portfolio.

Income Tax Income Tax is a tax that is imposed on Nnancial income generated by an indivdual.

Pension Income Pension Income is a type of retirement income. Pension Income is funded by contributions from

employers and employees. In the context of a Nnancial plan, Pension Income is used to satisfy

goals, and any excess is then invested into the portfolio.

Personal Benchmark

Analysis®

The Personal Benchmark Analysis® is the statistical output from the Monte Carlo analysis, and

is used to illustrate the probability of success of achieving the goals outlined in the Monte Carlo

plan.

Portfolio The Portfolio is a group of accounts owned by a client. In the context of a Nnancial plan, the

portfolio may not be represented by all the accounts owned by a client. For example, if a plan's

goal is to assess the probability of successfully retiring using only two tax-deferred accounts and

not using any taxable accounts, then the client's portfolio is represented only by the two tax-

deferred accounts in the plan. In reality, the client's portfolio will be all of their accounts.

Proxy Index The Proxy Index is a series of returns data from a speciNc index that is used to represent an asset

class. There are many indexes that could be used, and as such, proxy indexes must be scrutinized

for quality of data and the time period that the data covers. For example, if the Russell 1000 is

used as the proxy index for the US Large Cap Market asset class, then the annual average return

and standard deviation used for US Large Cap Market is actually the annual average return and

standard deviation of the Russell 1000 Index. As there are multiple asset classes in a portfolio,

the correlations between the asset classes are also calculated using the proxy indexes of all the

asset classes.

Required Minimum

Distribution (RMD)

Owners of tax-deferred accounts are required to take a minimum distribution from their tax-

deferred account once they reach a certain age. The laws surrounding the RMD change

depending on various factors.

Risk The chance that an investment's actual return will be different than expected. Risk includes the

possibility of losing some or all of the original investment. To illustrate risk in an asset class and

within an allocation model, the standard deviation of the return series is used.

Social Security Income Social Security Income is the beneNt earned over a lifetime of work. In the context of a Nnancial

plan, Social Security Income is used to satisfy goals, and any excess is then invested into the

portfolio.

Standard Deviation Standard deviation is used to measure the volatility of an investment. As such, it is a common

measure of risk. The higher the standard deviation, the more volatile the expected returns of an

investment.

Taxable Accounts Taxable Accounts are accounts that will be assessed capital gains on any proNt over the cost

basis. Examples include individual brokerage accounts and joint accounts. Taxable accounts are

funded with post-tax dollars, that is, taxable contributions come from money on which income

taxes have already been withheld or paid.

Tax-Deferred Accounts Tax-Deffered accounts are funded with pre-tax dollars, that is, contributions to tax-deferred

accounts reduce adjusted gross income, and thus are not taxed until the tax-deferred account
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owner distributes the funds from the tax-deferred account. Common tax-deferred accounts are

Traditional or Rollover IRAs.

Tax-Exempt Accounts Tax-Exempt Accounts are funded with post-tax dollars and grow tax-free. Upon distribution,

funds from tax-exempt accounts are not assessed any taxes. Tax-Exempt accounts generally

have restrictions regarding contributions and distributions. Examples of tax-exempt accounts

are Roth IRAs or 529 plans.

Timeline The timeline of a plan is the period in which the Nnancial plan is simulated. The end of the

timeline is determined by the latest date of all the goals attached to the plan.
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inStream Solutions, LLC ("inStream") makes no warranties, expressed or implied, as to accuracy, completeness, or results
obtained from any information on this presentation. Historical returns are a simplifying assumption used to model
investment returns. It uses returns from the past to model returns going forward. However, in the real investment world,
returns vary widely and therefore the past returns are not necessarily indicative of future returns. Therefore, one should
not think that the historical returns used in this plan will necessarily be accurate going forward.

The underlying historical index return series data is provided by Thomson Reuters and is believed to be accurate; however, we
cannot guarantee accuracy of this data. These performance and analysis Dgures are hypothetical and are for information
purposes only. They do not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy a security.

The actual results of a speciNc investment product may differ from the proxy returns used by inStream Solutions, LLC. Past
returns of indices are not an indication of future performance. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. It is
not possible to invest directly in an index. No investor has achieved the exact performance results presented. Results may
vary with each use of inStream, and with time. Any investment involves signiNcant considerations and risks that are
described in each investment product's prospectus. Each potential investor should obtain and read the prospectus from the
investment company, and should carefully consider the risk warnings and disclosures before making an investment decision.

IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by inStream regarding the likelihood of various investment
outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reEect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results.

Information provided by the User

Information provided by the user for your assets, liabilities, goals, accounts, and other assumptions are key inputs for the
calculators and plans used at inStream. The information provided by the user should be reviewed periodically and updated
whenever there is a change in information or circumstances. All of the information provided by the user is not a substitute
for the information within ofDcial account statements provided to you by your account custodians.

General Limitations and Assumptions

Any projection or information generated by inStream, regarding the possibility of any Dnancial outcome, is hypothetical,
does not reEect actual investment results, and does not guarantee future results. Investors should consider the objectives,
risks, and charges and expenses of an investment company carefully before investing. Before making an investment,
potential investors should obtain and investment product prospectus, if available, from the investment company. The
prospectus contains signiNcant information that should read carefully. The hypothetical results generated by inStream may
vary over time and with each use. Additionally, your actual results will vary from the results presented to you in a report.

inStream uses blended index returns as a proxy for each asset class, and does not use returns of actual investments in any
Dnancial plan analysis. Annual average returns and annual standard deviation per asset class are calculated from the
inception date of each asset class's respective index proxy. A matrix that illustrates the indexes used for each asset class is
included in Appendix A. Some asset classes exhibit more volatility than others, which can lead to higher standard deviations.
It is assumed that equity index returns are gross of dividends, unless noted. Average dividend yields per asset class are also
stated in Appendix A. The Average 12-mo Dividend Yield is the average yield earned on investments with broad exposure to
the proxy asset class, and does not include other potential sources, such as return of capital, or distributions from
borrowing. The dividend yields are obtained from Thomson Reuters. Dividend yields are used in the Monte Carlo analysis to
simulate the potential income taxes due from dividends earned. The projected dividend income taxes are deducted from the
simulated portfolio, where applicable, throughout the duration of the plan.

Disclosure
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InStream Solutions Methodology

inStream offers two primary Nnancial planning tools, both of which utilize Monte Carlo Analysis, 1) Goals-Based Planning, and
2) . In addition to these Nnancial planning tools, inStream also provides analysis outputs to help illustrate hypothetical
investment experiences, over the duration of the plan, based on the user-deNned inputs and other assumptions. These
additional analysis outputs include 1) Benchmark Analysis, 2) Wealth Over Time analysis, 3) Cumulative Wealth analysis, 4)
Shortfall analysis, and 5) Cash Flow Report.

Monte Carlo Analysis:

The Monte Carlo Analysis runs 1000 simulations using user-deNned inputs and assumptions, as well as randomized portfolio
returns, to determine the possible probability of success of a Nnancial plan. With the 1000 simulations produced by the
Monte Carlo Analysis, there is a range of possible results that depend on the variations of the rate of return. Each simulation
randomizes the portfolio's return assumptions based on the portfolio's assumed standard deviation, along a normal
distribution curve. A successful simulation is when all projected cash needs are satisNed and the ending portfolio of a
simulated year is positive. Thus, a success probability score of 90% means that 900 of the 1000 simulations were successful.
Additionally, the success or failure of meeting a plan's goals does not factor in by how much or how little the goal was
achieved or failed. Failing to meet the goal by a margin of 5 cents is the same as failing to meet the goal by a margin of 5
million dollars.

Income and capital gains taxes are simulated in the Monte Carlo analysis using the user-deDned income and capital gains
tax rates, over user-deDned time periods. Projected income taxes are assessed on income streams in the plan, as well as
projected dividend yields for the portfolio, and on distributions from tax-deferred accounts. Projected capital gains taxes
are assessed on distributions from taxable accounts. inStream cannot guarantee the inclusion of, or accuracy of the income
or capital gains tax rates used in any plan.

The expected returns used in the Monte Carlo statistical analysis are net of fees and portfolio expenses. Both fees and
portfolio expenses are inputs entered by the user, and inStream cannot guarantee the inclusion of, or accuracy of the fees,
or portfolio expenses used in any plan.

Goals-Based Planning

The Goals-Based Nnancial plan is a Nnancial planning method whereby Nnancial goals are entered into the Monte Carlo
Analysis. Certain assumptions may be included in the plan, and the Monte Carlo Analysis is used to determine the possible
probability of successfully achieving the plan's goals.

Safe Savings Rate

The Safe Savings Rate Nnancial planning method illustrates the possible percentage of current year income that may need to
be saved in order to achieve an assumed future portfolio distribution amount, with a user-deNned probability of success.
This is an estimation based on simulations that is hypothetical and should by no means be taken as the actual savings rate
you will need to take.

Benchmark Analysis

It is assumed that the portfolio is rebalanced annually to the allocation model selected for the given time period, so as not to
drift excessively from the allocation. Many of the variables used in the calculation of the Personal Benchmark Analysis® are
set by the licensed user. The variables used (such as cash Oow assumptions, time periods, inOation rates, tax rates, and
others) may greatly impact the results of the Personal Benchmark Analysis®. Results presented in the Personal Benchmark
Analysis® have not been examined, endorsed, or validated, in any way, by inStream Solutions, LLC, and inStream Solutions,
LLC cannot be held liable for any Personal Benchmark Analysis® or any other report that is deemed misleading or
misrepresentative, and that is generated by a user through inStream Solutions, LLC.'s software application(s).

Personal Benchmark Analysis® is a registered trademark of McLean Asset Management Corporation (MAMC). inStream
Solutions, LLC pays a license fee to MAMC for the right to use the trademark. Unauthorized use of this trademark is
prohibited.

Wealth Over Time

The purpose of the wealth over time graph is to illustrate the volatile range of possible ending portfolio values at any given
year within the duration of a plan. It is possible to experience ending portfolio values outside of the range displayed in this
graph. The wealth over time graph does not display simulated paths of the plan; rather, it displays speciNc simulated
percentiles of ending portfolio values, year-over-year. It is not possible to predict the plan's probability of success based
upon the data displayed in this graph. The Wealth Over Time analysis is not a predictor of future investment returns or
portfolio growth.
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Cumulative Wealth

The Cumulative Wealth Analysis illustrates the range of the ending portfolio value in the Monte Carlo statistical simulation.
The Monte Carlo analysis runs 1000 simulations, and each simulation has a different cumulative wealth. By ranking the
ending wealth simulations, it is possible to illustrate cumulative wealth values at different percentile levels. For example, a
median (50th percentile) value of $2,000,000 means that half of the simulations ended with cumulative wealth values
greater than $2,000,000 and half ended with values less than $2,000,000. The cumulative wealth analysis is not a prediction
of the value of the actual portfolio at any point in time, and is intended to illustrate possible results when 90%, 50%, and 10%
of a plan's Monte Carlo statistical simulations are successful.

Shortfall Analysis

The purpose of the shortfall analysis is to illustrate the estimated median age and estimated median ending portfolio value
of all the simulations that were not successful.

Cash Flow Report:

The cash Oow report follows a single simulated path that ends at the 50th percentile cumulative wealth value. Using a single
simulated path is not adequate to calculate a plan's probability of success. The 50th percentile cumulative wealth value may
be understood as the middle point where half of the plan's simulated cumulative wealth values ended lower than the 50th
percentile cumulative wealth value, and the other half ended higher than the 50th percentile cumulative wealth value. The
expected returns displayed in the cash Oow report are shown net of fees, portfolio expenses, and estimated dividend tax
liability. The simulated net returns are only applied to the accounts within a tax category that is not overdrawn (i.e., the
aggregate value of the accounts in the tax category is positive).
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The historical data for each asset class is a composite of the asset class's corresponding Long Term and Lipper Index.

The Long Term Index data is taken from inception to 12/2010. Lipper Index data is used from 1/2011 to 10/2013. All
blended returns in this appendix are stated gross of fees and expenses, and exclude dividend yields.

Asset Class Long Term
Index Name

Long Term
Index
Inception
Date

Lipper Index Name Lipper
Index
Start
Date

Blended
Average
Return(%)

Blended
Standard
Deviation(%)

Blended
Annualized
Return(%)

12-mo
Yield

Total US
Mkt

Russell 3000
Index

1979 Lipper Multi-Cap
Core

01/01/
2011

13.09% 17.00% 11.68% 0.81%

US Large
Blend

Russell 1000
Index

1979 Lipper Large-Cap
Core

01/01/
2011

13.16% 17.00% 11.75% 1.15%

US Large
Growth

Russell 1000
Growth Index

1979 Lipper Large-Cap
Growth

01/01/
2011

12.86% 20.39% 10.84% 0.37%

US Large
Value

Russell 1000
Value Index

1979 Lipper Large-Cap
Value

01/01/
2011

13.40% 15.56% 12.22% 1.25%

US Midcap
Blend

Russell Midcap
Index

1979 Lipper Mid-Cap Core 01/01/
2011

15.02% 17.86% 13.46% 0.56%

US Midcap
Growth

Russell Midcap
Growth Index

1986 Lipper Mid-Cap
Growth

01/01/
2011

13.09% 22.50% 10.64% 0.16%

US Midcap
Value

Russell Midcap
Value Index

1986 Lipper Mid-Cap Value 01/01/
2011

13.69% 18.24% 12.08% 0.68%

US Small
Cap Blend

Russell 2000
Index

1979 Lipper Small-Cap
Core

01/01/
2011

13.57% 19.33% 11.85% 0.61%

US Small
Cap
Growth

Russell 2000
Growth

1979 Lipper Small-Cap
Growth

01/01/
2011

12.32% 26.36% 9.81% 0.09%

US Small
Cap Value

Russell 2000
Value

1979 Lipper Small-Cap
Value

01/01/
2011

15.06% 18.31% 13.52% 0.85%

US REIT Dow Jones
Real Estate
Total Return
Index

1993 Lipper Real Estate 01/01/
2011

11.45% 20.49% 9.37% 2.30%

Intl Large
Blend

MSCI EAFE
(Net) Index

1970 Lipper Intl Large-Cap
Core

01/01/
2011

11.56% 22.31% 9.25% 1.86%

Intl Large
Growth

MSCI EAFE
Growth (Net)
Index

1975 Lipper Intl Large-Cap
Growth

01/01/
2011

11.09% 21.69% 8.86% 1.18%

Intl Large
Value

MSCI EAFE
Value (Net)
Index

1975 Composite of Lipper
Intl Large-Cap and
Intl Large-Cap Value

01/01/
2011

14.18% 22.27% 11.92% 1.99%

Intl Small
Blend

MSCI EAFE
Small Cap (Net)
Index

1999 Lipper Intl Small-Cap 01/01/
2011

12.22% 27.21% 8.70% 1.76%
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Emerging
Markets

MSCI
Emerging Mkt
(Net) Index

1999 Lipper Emerging
Market

01/01/
2011

17.38% 36.35% 11.31% 1.24%

US High
Yield

BofA Merrill
Lynch US High
Yield BB-B
Rate

1989 Lipper High Yield
Bonds

01/01/
2011

8.99% 11.65% 8.39% 5.71%

US Short
Corp

Citigroup
Corp-1-3 yr

1981 Lipper Short-term
Investment Grade
Bonds

01/01/
2011

7.65% 5.00% 7.54% 1.39%

US Interm
Corp

Citigroup
Corp-3-7 yr

1981 Lipper Short-
Intermed Investment
Grade Bonds

01/01/
2011

8.66% 6.77% 8.46% 1.62%

US Long
Corp

Citigroup
Corp-10+ yr

1981 Lipper General Bonds 01/01/
2011

10.36% 10.55% 9.88% 4.34%

US Short
Muni

Barclays
Capital Munis
3-Yr Index

1990 Lipper Short-term
Municipal Debt

01/01/
2011

4.38% 2.96% 4.34% 0.88%

US Interm
Muni

Barclays
Capital Munis
5-Yr Index

1980 Lipper Intermediate
Municipal Debt

01/01/
2011

6.29% 6.05% 6.13% 2.37%

US Long
Muni

Barclays
Capital Munis
10-Yr Index

1980 Lipper General
Municipal Debt

01/01/
2011

7.36% 9.38% 6.98% 3.26%

US Short
Gov

Barclays
Capital 1-3
Year
Government
Idx

1976 Lipper Short-term US
Govt

01/01/
2011

6.79% 4.53% 6.70% 1.02%

US Interm
Gov

Barclays
Capital Interm
Govt

1973 Lipper Intermediate
US Govt

01/01/
2011

7.48% 5.31% 7.35% 1.54%

US Long
Gov

Barclays
Capital Long
Govt

1926 Lipper General US
Govt

01/01/
2011

5.75% 8.80% 5.41% 1.62%

TIPS Barclays
Capital TIPS
Index

1998 Lipper InOation
Protected Securities

01/01/
2011

7.14% 8.63% 6.82% 1.17%

Global
Bonds

Barclays
Capital Glb
Aggr Gov Bd

2001 Lipper Intl Fixed
Income

01/01/
2011

6.01% 6.90% 5.81% 2.38%

EM Bond Citigroup
Emerging
Market
Sovereign
Bond

1997 Lipper Emerging Mkt
Hard Currency Debt

01/01/
2011

12.61% 27.79% 9.23% 4.78%

Commodity Dow Jones
UBS
Commodity
(Totl Ret) Index

1992 Lipper Natural
Resources

01/01/
2011

8.28% 19.18% 6.36% 1.01%

Cash Citigroup
1-Mth Treas
Bill

1979 Lipper Money Market 01/01/
2011

4.81% 3.48% 4.76% 1.17%
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